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Falls are of the most important problems for frail and elderly people living independently. Early detection of falls is vital to provide
a safe and active lifestyle for elderly. Sound, passive infrared (PIR), and vibration sensors can be placed in a supportive home
environment to provide information about daily activities of an elderly person. In this paper, signals produced by sound, PIR, and
vibration sensors are simultaneously analyzed to detect falls. Hidden Markov models (HMM) are trained for regular and unusual
activities of an elderly person and a pet for each sensor signal. Decisions of HMMs are fused together to reach a final decision.
Copyright © 2008 B. Ugur Toreyin et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Detection of a falling person in an unsupervised area is a
practical problem with applications in safety and security
areas including supportive home environments. Intelligent
homes will have the capability of monitoring activities of
their occupants and automatically provide assistance to elderly people and young children using a multitude of sensors in the near future. Currently used worn sensors include
passive infrared sensors, accelerometers, and pressure pads
[1–5]. However, they may produce false alarms and elderly
people simply forget wearing them very often. Computer
vision-based systems may provide eﬀective and complimentary solutions for fall detection [6]. Although visual systems
are highly successful for detection of a fall, cameras must be
placed in several parts of the house including bathrooms.
Even if the video data is neither stored nor sent to an outside
center for further processing, many people may find such a
practice disturbing.
A combination of passive infrared (PIR), sound, and
vibration sensors provide an eﬃcient solution for fall detection. In this paper, signals produced by these sensors
are simultaneously analyzed to detect falling elderly people.
Sound, PIR, and vibration sensors complement each other.
For example, step sounds are hard to record, if there is a
rug on the floor. However, low cost vibration sensors can be
placed under a rug and they can capture vibrations due to a
walking person or a pet. On the other hand, vibration sensors

cannot be placed on hard floors. Instead, sound sensors can
easily capture a fall on hard floors. PIR sensors easily detect
the motion in a room but they cannot as reliably distinguish
the motion of a pet from the owner as a sound sensor or a
vibration sensor.
In this paper, signals produced by each sensor are processed separately in the wavelet domain. It is experimentally
observed that the wavelet transform domain signal processing provides better results than the time-domain signal processing because wavelets capture sudden changes in the signal and ignore stationary parts of the signal. For our purposes, it is important to detect sudden changes rather than
drifts or low frequency variations. Feature parameters are
extracted from wavelet signals in fixed-length data windows
and they are used in hidden Markov models (HMMs) which
are trained according to possible human being and pet activities including falls.
In Section 2, analysis of the sound sensor signal is presented. The details of the PIR and vibration sensor data processing are described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In
Section 5, experimental results are presented.
2.

ANALYSIS OF THE SOUND SENSOR SIGNAL

In a typical intelligent supportive home environment, microphones can be placed in rooms and hallways. Audio signals
captured by sound sensors can be used to detect a suddenly
falling person. A typical nine seconds long stumble and fall
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Figure 1: (a) Falling and (b) walking person sound recordings.
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Figure 2: The subband frequency decomposition of the sound signal.

biorthogonal wavelet transform is used in the analysis [13].
The lowpass filter has the transfer function
Hl (z) =

(1)

and the corresponding high-pass filter has the transfer function
Hh (z) =

recording is shown in Figure 1(a), and step sounds are shown
in Figure 1(b). In this case, the two sound waveforms are
clearly diﬀerent from each other. However, these waveforms
may “look” similar as the distance from the sensor increases.
For some other cases such as when TV set is on and loud, it
may become even harder to distinguish a sound activity from
the background noise. In addition, almost periodic nature
of step sounds is hard to observe in the time domain signal
but it becomes obvious after wavelet domain signal processing (compare Figures 1(b) and 3(b)). Another problem to be
solved is that sound activity due to a person or a pet should
be distinguished from the background noise.
Significant voice activity is detected using the Teagerenergy-operator-based speech features originally developed
by Jabloun and Cetin [7–9]. The sound data is divided into
1000-sample-long frames and the Teager-energy-based cepstral (TEOCEP) [7] feature parameters are obtained using
wavelet domain signal analysis. The sound signal at each
frame is divided into 21 nonuniformly divided subbands
similar to the Bark scale (or mel-scale) giving more emphasis
to low-frequency regions of the sound.
To calculate the TEOCEP feature parameters, a twochannel wavelet filter bank is used in a tree structure to divide the audio signal s(n) according to the mel-scale as shown
in Figure 2, and 21 wavelet domain subsignals s1 (n), 1 =
1, . . . , L = 21, are obtained [10–12]. The filter bank of a
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For every subsignal, the average Teager energy el is estimated
as follows:


1 l 
Ψ sl (n) ,
Nl n=1
N

el =

l = 1, . . . , L,

(3)

where Nl is the number of samples in the lth band, and the
Teager energy operator (TEO) is defined as follows:




Ψ s(n) = s2 (n) − s(n + 1)s(n − 1).

(4)

The TEO-based cepstrum coeﬃcients are obtained after logcompression and inverse DCT computation as follows:
TC(k) =

L

l=1

 

log el cos



k(l − 0.5)π
,
L

k = 1, . . . , N.
(5)

The first 12 TC(k) coeﬃcients are used in the feature vector.
The TEOCEP parameters are fed to the sound activity detector algorithm described in [6] to detect significant sound
activity in a room.
When there is significant sound activity in the room, another feature parameter based on variance of wavelet coeﬃcients and zero crossings is computed at each frame.
Wavelet signals for each frame corresponding to the [2.5 kHz,
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Figure 3: The ratio of variance of wavelet coeﬃcients σ 2i over a number of zero crossings Zi , κi = σ 2i /Zi : variations for (a) falling (1-2 seconds),
(b) walking sounds, and (c) regular speech. Note that κi values for the walking case are an order of magnitude less than falling and regular
speech cases. The threshold T is defined in κ-domain and marked with a line in (b).

5.0 kHz] frequency band are obtained after a single stage
wavelet filterbank. The variance, σ 2i of the 500-sample-long
wavelet window and the number of zero crossings, Zi , in each
window i is computed.
A typical step sound is similar to a single syllable
quasiperiodic speech signal. On the other hand, broken glass
and similar sounds are not quasiperiodic in nature. As walking is quasiperiodic, the zero crossing value, Zi , is small compared to noise like sounds. When a person stumbles and falls,
Zi decreases whereas the variance of the wavelet signal σ 2i
increases compared to the background noise. Shouting and
crying for help are voiced sounds and have more energy in
higher frequencies. Therefore, Zi decreases when a person

shouts. So we define a feature parameter κi in each window i
as follows:
κi =

σ 2i
,
Zi

(6)

where the index i indicates the window number. The parameter κi takes nonnegative values.
The sound signal due to regular speech has a varying
σ 2i -Zi characteristic depending on the utterance. When vowels are uttered, σ 2i increases while Zi decreases, which results
in larger κ values compared to consonant utterances. Variation of κ values versus sample numbers for diﬀerent cases are
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 4: Three-state Markov model. Three Markov models are
used to represent speech, walking, and fall sounds.

Activity classification based on sound information is carried out using HMMs. Three three-state Markov models are
used to represent speech, walking, and fall sounds. In Markov
models, S1 corresponds to the background noise or no activity. If sound activity detector (SAD) indicates that there is no
significant activity, S1 is selected. If SAD detects sound activity in a sound frame, then either S2 or S3 is chosen as the
current state according to the value of κ .
A nonnegative threshold value T that is small enough to
reflect the periodicity in step sounds isintroduced in the κdomain. In our implementation, we choose T as twice the
standard deviation of κ values corresponding to no-activity
portions of the input signal. If |κ| < T, we obtain S2; otherwise, S3 is attained as the current state. The classification
performance of HMMs is based on the number of state transitions rather than specific κ values. Hence choice of T does
not aﬀect the values of the transition probabilities in diﬀerent models as long as it reflects the almost periodic nature of
step sounds.
In order to train HMMs, the state transition probabilities
are estimated from 20 consecutive κi values corresponding to
20 consecutive 500-sample-long wavelet windows covering
125 milliseconds of audio data.
During the classification phase, a state history signal consisting of 20 κi values is estimated from the sound signal
acquired from the audio sensor. This state sequence is fed
to Markov models corresponding to walking, speech, and
falling cases in running windows. The model yielding the
highest probability is determined as the result of the analysis of the sound sensor signal.
The number of transitions between diﬀerent states is
large for a typical walking sound. Hence the probabilities of
transitions between diﬀerent states, ai j ’s, are higher than instate transition probabilities, aii ’s, for the walking model. On
the other hand, feature parameter κ takes high values for a
regular speech sound. Consequently, the value of a33 is higher
than any other transition probabilities in the talking model.
For the fall case, a relatively long no-activity/noise period is
followed by a sudden increase and then a sudden decrease in
κ values. This results in higher a11 value than any other transition probabilities. In addition to that, the number of transitions within, to and from S2, is notably fewer than those of
S1 and S3. The state S2 in the Markov models provides hys-

PIR SENSOR DATA PROCESSING

Commercially available PIR sensors produce binary outputs;
however, we capture a continuous amplitude analog signal
indicating the strength of the received signal. The corresponding circuit is shown in Figure 5. The sampling rate is
300 Hz. A typical received signal is shown in Figure 6.
The strength of the received signal from a PIR sensor increases when there is motion due to a hot body within its
viewing range. Therefore, it provides robustness against a
possible confusion between typical voice activity and a fall
analyzed by audio sensors only. Alarms produced by other
sensors should be ignored when there is no motion in a
room. On the other hand, the motion may be due to a pet
or the owner. The PIR sensor data can be used to diﬀerentiate between the motion of a human being and an animal.
Typically the PIR signal amplitudes for a person are higher
than the amplitudes due to the motion of a pet as pets are
smaller than human beings for a given distance as shown
in Figure 7. However, a simple amplitude-based classification will not work because the IR signal amplitude decreases
with distance. Another distinguishing factor is the speed of
the motion. Pets move faster than human beings. This is reflected in the sensor output signal.
There is bias in the PIR sensor output signal, which
changes according to the room temperature. Wavelet transform of the PIR signal removes this bias. Let x[n] be a sampled version of the signal coming out of a PIR sensor. Wavelet
coeﬃcients obtained after a single stage subband decomposition, w[k], corresponding to [75 Hz, 150 Hz] frequency
band information of the original sensor output signal x[n]
are evaluated with the integer arithmetic high-pass filter,
described in Section 2, corresponding to Lagrange wavelets
[13] followed by decimation.
In this case, the wavelet transform coeﬃcients w[k]’s are
directly used as a feature parameter in an HMM-based classification. If the binary output of the PIR sensor indicates that
there is no motion for the nth sample, then S1 is chosen as
the current state. Similar to Section 2, we define a nonnegative threshold T p in the wavelet domain. If there is a motion
for the nth sample and the corresponding wavelet coeﬃcient
satisfies |w[k]| < T p , we obtain state S2; otherwise, state S3
is attained as the current state.
Wavelet signal captures the high frequency information
in the signal. Therefore, we expect that there will be more
transitions occurring between states due to the motion of a
pet.
For the training of the HMMs, similar to the audio signal processing step, the state transition probabilities for human being and pet models are estimated from 150 consecutive wavelet coeﬃcients covering a time frame of one second.
During the classification phase, a state history signal consisting of 150 consecutive wavelet coeﬃcients is computed
from the received sensor signal. This state sequence is fed to
the human being and pet models in running windows. The
model yielding highest probability is determined as the result
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Figure 5: The circuit diagram for capturing an analog signal output from a PIR sensor.

PIR output

of the analysis of PIR sensor data. The output of the soundbased decision system can be enhanced using the decision
mechanism of the PIR sensor. For example, after a “fall”
alarm is issued by the sound analysis system, there should
not be any activity in the room or the only activity must be
due to a pet. Also, when there is no activity in a room for a
long time or only activity is due to a pet, a warning signal
may be issued to the monitoring agency to check the elderly
person.
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4.

VIBRATION SENSOR DATA PROCESSING

When there is a rug on the floor, it is very hard to capture any
sound in a room. On the other hand, vibration sensors can be
placed under the rug and vibration signals can be recorded. A
typical output of a vibration sensor corresponding to a walking person is shown in Figure 8.
The peak in the signal is due to the pressure applied by a
foot. In this study, a low-cost vibration sensor, ACH-01 manufactured by Measurement Specialties Inc., is used. It is observed that this sensor can capture the force applied by a foot
or a falling person’s body within an area of 25 cm2 . The rug
used in our experiments has a thickness of 0.5 cm. Therefore,
an array of sensors should be placed under a rug to cover the
entire activity in a room.
When a person falls or sits on the floor, a multitude of
sensors produces significant sensor outputs. In addition, the
duration of sensor outputs is longer than a typical output
due to a step, as shown in Figure 9. Moreover, vibration sensors can be placed under a mat or a couch to alarm for longlasting inactivity.
A vibration signal due to a fall can be easily distinguished
from a signal due to a step pressure by simply monitoring the
duration of sensor outputs. In addition, several neighboring
sensors produce output signals significantly larger in ampli-
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Figure 6: A typical PIR sensor output sampled at 300 Hz with 8 bit
quantization when there is no activity in a room.

tude than background noise level at the same time during a
fall.
5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Models for sound and PIR sensor types are trained with four
two-minute-long recordings of walking, falling, and speech
signals of a single person and random activities of a pet.
Falling detection results due to sound sensor outputs are
compared with those which, when combined with the PIR
sensor output, are presented in Table 1. Fusion of decisions
from diﬀerent sensors is realized by utilizing a logical “and”
operation.
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Figure 7: PIR sensor output signals recorded at a distance of 2 m for (a) a human being, and (b) a pet.

Table 1: Detection results and false alarms for 163-test recordings.
Audio signal
content
Walking +
Speech
Speech
Walking
Falling

No. of
Recordings

No. of recordings in which a “fall” is detected
Using audio
Using both audio
data only
and PIR data

No. of recordings in which “false alarms” are issued
Using audio
Using both audio
data only
and PIR data

16

7

0

7

0

55
53
39

19
4
39

0
0
39

19
4
0

0
0
0

Vibration sensor output for falling
60

40

40

20

20
(mV)

(mV)

Vibration sensor output for walking
60

0

0

−20

−20

−40

−40

−60

0
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Time (s)

3

−60

0.65 s
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0.75

1

Figure 8: Vibration sensor output signal for a walking person.

Figure 9: Vibration sensor output signal for a fall. The duration of
a typical fall signal lasts more than 0.5 seconds.

A total of 163 recordings containing various activities are
used for testing; 16 of the recordings contain both speech and
step sounds, 55 contain speech without any motion, 53 contain step sounds, and 39 contain falling. When there is speech
sound only or speech sound along with step sounds in the
recordings, the system issues false alarms if only audio signal
is used for the “fall” decision, as shown in the third and fifth

columns of the table. It also issues alarms for recordings containing only walking sound. Last column of the table shows
that false alarms are eliminated with the incorporation of the
PIR sensor output signal in the decision.
This table does not include any experiments with a vibration sensor, but it is experimentally observed that the duration of a typical fall signal lasts more than 0.5 seconds. This is
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clearly larger than a step signal. Hence a vibration signal due
to a fall and a signal due to step pressure are easily diﬀerentiable by just analyzing the duration of the sensor outputs.

[5]

6.

[6]

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a method for detecting a fall inside an intelligent environment/building equipped with multitude of
sound, vibration, and PIR sensors is proposed. Waveletbased features are extracted from raw sensor outputs and are
fed to a TEO-based sound activity detector. Similarly, PIR
sensor outputs are also processed and sensor recordings containing various human and pet motions are used for training
the HMMs corresponding to diﬀerent activities including a
fall. Vibration sensors are also used to detect human activity
in rooms covered with rugs. Classification outputs from all
sensors are fused together to reach a final decision.
The proposed multiple sensor system may be used as a
substitute for camera-based monitoring systems and complimentary solution for wearable systems. It can be used in
cooperation with a wearable sensor and a push-button type
call system. The proposed system can be further improved
to handle false alarm sources like barking dogs, slamming
doors, vacuum cleaning, and so forth. This can be achieved
by training models similar to ones defined in Section 2. Another possible false alarm scenario is when a person intentionally sits on the floor and wiggles. If there is a false alarm,
then he or she can simply cancel it using his/her wearable
call device. It may also be used to increase the robustness of
camera-based systems in an intelligent building.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
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